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ABSTRACT 

 

Chromosomes, which are formed by the combination of DNA and special proteins, are structures that 

can show some changes with the effect of genetic or environmental factors. The DNA molecule in 

these structures carries vital information in elucidating critical information about life. DNA, which is 

formed by the combination of sugar, phosphate and organic bases, has exon and intron regions 

separation. Information about the processes in the life cycle of cells, the changes experienced by stem 

cells, the regulations in the growth and development stage, the development status of cancer, mutation 

occurrences and protein synthesis are stored in exon regions. Distinguishing exon regions that form 

3% of a cell's DNA is challenging. However, detecting diseases on genetically based facts offers more 

precise outputs. For this reason, analyses were made on the BCR-ABL gene and BRCA-1 mutation 

carrier genes to analyse leukemia and breast cancer, which are genetically based diseases. First, these 

genes obtained from the NCBI gene bank were digitized by integer mapping technique. The digitized 

sequences were given as input to the hash function. This proposed hash function consists of the steps 

of finding the logarithmic equivalent of the total number of digitized organic bases, summing all 

logarithmic equivalents, rounding to the nearest integer, expressing it in binary and placing it in the 

hash table. These outputs, which define the exon and intron regions, were shown as clusters to find the 

new input region easily. The collision cluster is the binary representation of key values representing 

both exon and intron regions for the same region. The main goal is to have a small number of 

elements in this cluster. With the proposed hierarchy in this study, only one collision occurred for 

BCR-ABL and BRCA-1 genes. Accuracy rates of the proposed approach based on a mathematical 

basis and independent of nucleotide length were obtained 93.33%, and 96%, respectively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The cell is the basic unit of life and has structural and functional properties. It provides the repair of 

injured tissues and regeneration of dead cells [1]. However, with the effect of genetic or 

environmental factors, some changes may occur in the genetic components of the cells [1,2]. These 

changes are expressed with chromosomes. Chromosomes are formed as a result of the fusion of DNA 

and special proteins [3]. The DNA molecule, which contains vital functionalities, is a structure formed 

by the combination of sugar, phosphate and organic bases [3,4]. This structure has a separation of 

exon and intron gene regions for eukaryotic cells [5]. Analysis of these regions is a source of 

information for elucidating critical information about life. Because, information about the processes in 

the life cycle of cells, the changes experienced by stem cells, the regulations in the growth and 

development stage, the development status of cancer, mutation occurrences and protein synthesis are 

stored in exon regions. In addition, the development status of cancer and mutation formation can also 

be evaluated by exon regions [3,6]. 

 

Cancer is a malignancy that requires early diagnosis for survival. The medical world uses different 

methods in the diagnosis of cancer. However, some of these methods produce unclear results. For 

example, manual assessments on imaging or pathological outputs depend on different parameters such 

as the person's knowledge, experience, mental intensity and physical fatigue [7,8]. However, the ratios 

in the blood elements can create a similar curve of change for different diseases [9]. Therefore, 

analyzing the disease using genetic data builds a successful decision process. However, due to the 

recent developments in genome technology, manual evaluations for the increasing amount of data 

[4,10] slow the analysis. On the other hand, since 3% of the DNA of a eukaryotic cell consists of exon 

regions [11], the investigations of these regions are complex. In addition, the detection process of 

exon and intron regions has been evaluated as a challenging problem in [4,11-13] studies. 

 

In this study, leukemia malignancy, which is among the most common cancer types, was examined 

[4]. Leukemia is evaluated in two different ways according to the type of disease in the body. This 

distinction is characterized as acute and chronic. In acute leukemia, the spread of the disease in the 

body is rapid. In chronic leukemia, the spread of the disease in the body is slow [1,15]. Therefore, 

early diagnosis is necessary for the continuation of vitality, especially in acute leukemias. In this 

study, exon and intron regions in BCR-ABL genes presenting as an important indicator in the 

diagnosis of ALL and CML malignancies being the main types of leukemia, were analyzed [1,16]. 

Thus, a genetic-based evaluation was provided. 

 

There is an active research area in the literature for the analysis of exon and intron gene regions from 

past to present. Until the 2000s, different statistical methods were used to evaluate these regions. In 

this direction, the detection of exons was provided in the [17] study, in which an estimation algorithm 

using a quadratic discriminant function for multivariate statistical pattern recognition was presented. 

Genetic evaluations were made with the information obtained in the [18] study, which provided a 

comprehensive analysis of various statistical features for human exon regions. In the [19] study, in 

which the program called GeneParser was developed, the fraction of exons was estimated by means of 

statistical results obtained from intron and exon regions. On the other hand, analytical and 

computational studies have been carried out for the interpretation of genomic data since the 2000s [2]. 
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At the same time, the developed digital signal processing approach is preferred for data interpretation 

[2]. In this framework, the conversion process of the nucleotide sequence to the amino acid sequence 

was analyzed in the [20] study. Exon regions were distinguished from intron regions by means of 

entropic measures calculated from amino acid sequences. The [21] study proposed a method based on 

the Gabor wavelet transform. Thus, the detection of exon regions was provided. However, digital 

signal processing, which is a strong scientific field on large molecules formed by the polymerization 

of monomers, has been widely used since 2010 [2]. In this direction, digital signal processing was 

used in the [22] study in order to detect exon and intron regions and reveal anomalies in these regions. 

FIR and IIR filters were used to provide a successful estimation of exon regions. In order to detect 

exon regions in eukaryotic cells in the [23] study, a numerical mapping technique based on Walsh 

codes has been proposed. In the [24] study, the estimation of exon regions from eukaryotic DNA 

sequences was provided with the developed bidirectional LSTM and RNN-based deep learning 

models. In the [25] study, is introduced a convolutional neural network model for the classification of 

human exon and intron regions. In the [26] study, Frequency Chaos Game Representation and CNN 

structure were used together. Thus, human exon and intron regions were analyzed. 

 

A study area is available to evaluate exon and intron regions. Especially the developments in the field 

of digital signal processing [3,4] have emerged as a preferred strong field for exploring the 

relationships, patterns and periodicity states in the data [10]. However, the [27] and [28] studies using 

the digital signal processing approach stated that digital signal processing approaches not only serve a 

successful decision process but also provide an inference based on DNA length. Therefore, it was 

planned to construct a structure independent of DNA length. In this study, a hierarchy based on the 

structural and mathematical basis was constructed in order to produce results independent of DNA 

length. First of all, DNA sequences, which have a symbolic structure in this hierarchy, were digitized 

according to the rules of the integer mapping technique. Secondly, the digitized sequences were given 

as input to the hash function. The logarithmic equivalents of the total number of each organic base in 

the sequences digitized within the scope of the hash function were obtained and rounded to the nearest 

integer. All integer values generated for exon and intron regions were expressed in binary system. In 

this study, in which open hashing is preferred, the values that define the exon and intron regions and 

are expressed in a binary system were placed in the hash table. Finally, it was compared with the 

results of analysis realized on the BRCA-1 gene [29] seen in breast cancer patients carried high-risk. 

Accuracy rates of this study for BCR-ABL gene and BRCA-1 gene were obtained as 93.33%, and 

96%, respectively. 

 

With this study, the analysis of exon regions that have vital functions related to life has been done. An 

alternative method for detecting these regions has been proposed compared to statistical methods, 

digital signal processing approaches, deep learning models, and analytical or computational studies. In 

this direction, the exon regions, constituting 3% of the eukaryotic cell DNA and having a complex 

analysis process, were evaluated with the proposed hashing function [4,11-13]. Thus, despite the 

increasing genome data and unclear manual evaluation methods, genetic-based inferences have been 

produced that are independent of DNA length, and have a simple hierarchy and a mathematical basis. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

This study aimed to distinguish exon regions containing vital life information from intron regions 

using the NCBI dataset supplied https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ site. In this direction, the BCR-ABL 

gene, characterized as an important indicator in the diagnosis of ALL and CML malignancies being 

the main types of leukemia was used. First, the BCR-ABL gene, which occurs from symbolic letters, 

was digitized by the integer mapping technique. Then the digitized DNA sequence was given to the 

hashing function. The values expressed in the binary system as function output were placed in the 

hash table. In this hierarchy where the open hashing approach is preferred, the outputs corresponding 

to the same hash value are kept in a list structure. Then, these key values, which define the exon and 

intron regions, were shown with clusters in order to easily find the region of the new input. At the 

same time, producing cases of the same output is examined for both exon and intron regions. The 

intensity of this situation, which is described as collision, was evaluated for the entire clusters. 

However, in order to generalize with the proposed hierarchy, the same methods were also performed 

for the BRCA-1 mutation carrier gene [29] seen in high-risk breast cancer patients. Finally, the 

analyzes performed for two separate DNA sequences were evaluated and comparisons were made. 

The flow chart of the proposed hierarchy was given in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The flow diagram of the hierarchy proposed in this study. 

 

2.1. Dataset          

Leukemia, one of the most common types of cancer [14], affects the body's blood production 

mechanism [1]. Manual evaluations required for the diagnosis of this disease include different 

parameters. This complicates to produce a clear output. For this reason, the main aim of the study is to 

produce clearer results in diagnosing the disease using genetically based facts. In this direction, the 

molecular diagnosis was provided on 4 different BCR-ABL genes used as an indicator in the 

diagnosis of ALL and CML malignancies, which are the main types of leukemia disease. Nucleotide 

length information about the exon and intron regions of these genes is given in  Table 1. 
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Table 1. Information about the BCR-ABL gene regions obtained from the NCBI dataset. 

 

AM400881.1              Regions 

Names 

Called of 

Regions 

1-14   Exon Region (1-Exon) 

15-71  Intron Region (2-Intron) 

72-527  Intron Region (3-Intron) 

     AM600680.1  

1-29 Exon Region (4-Exon) 

30-578 Intron Region (5-Intron) 

579-1114 Intron Region (6-Intron) 

1115-1180 Exon Region (7-Exon) 

    AM886138.1  

1-31 Exon Region (8-Exon) 

32-280 Intron Region (9-Intron) 

281-790 Intron Region (10-Intron) 

791-853 Exon Region (11-Exon) 

     EU447303.1  

1-70 Exon Region (12-Exon) 

71-145 Exon Region (13-Exon) 

274-448 Exon Region (14-Exon) 

449-488 Exon Region (15-Exon) 

 

In this study, the stability of the performance of the proposed framework was also investigated for a 

different gene type. In this direction, the same hierarchy was applied again for the BRCA-1 mutation 

carrier gene in breast cancer patients with high risk. The nucleotide length information of the exon and 

intron regions for the BRCA-1 gene is given in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Information about the BRCA-1 gene regions obtained from the NCBI dataset. 

 

LC312442.1                Regions 

Names 

Called of 

Regions 

20-207 Intron Region    (1-Intron) 

Y08757.1  

1-746 Intron Region    (2-Intron) 

747-834 Exon Region    (3-Exon) 

835-1482 Intron Region    (4-Intron) 

LC312441.1  

1-203 Intron Region    (5-Intron) 

NM_001407963.1  
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1-94 Exon Region    (6-Exon) 

95-183 Exon Region    (7-Exon) 

184-323 Exon Region    (8-Exon) 

324-429 Exon Region    (9-Exon) 

430-475 Exon Region   (10-Exon) 

476-552 Exon Region   (11-Exon) 

553-3978 Exon Region   (12-Exon) 

3979-4067 Exon Region   (13-Exon) 

4068-4236 Exon Region   (14-Exon) 

4237-4360 Exon Region   (15-Exon) 

4361-4551 Exon Region   (16-Exon) 

4552-4862 Exon Region   (17-Exon) 

4863-4950 Exon Region   (18-Exon) 

4951-5028 Exon Region   (19-Exon) 

5029-5069 Exon Region   (20-Exon) 

5070-5153 Exon Region   (21-Exon) 

5154-5208 Exon Region   (22-Exon) 

5209-5282 Exon Region   (23-Exon) 

5283-5343 Exon Region     (24-Exon) 

5344-6851 Exon Region   (25-Exon) 

 

9 exons and 6 intron regions were selected for the BCR-ABL gene. In addition, 4 intron regions and 

21 exon regions were created as unbalanced in the preferred BRCA-1 gene. In the last step, the 

performance of the inferences reached for the BRCA-1 gene was compared with the performance of 

the inferences reached for the BCR-ABL gene. The title "Names Called to Regions" in Table 1 and 

Table 2 has definitions related to each example. These definitions are used to illustrate the collision 

situations in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4. 

 

2.2. Integer Mapping Technique 

DNA is the part of the cell that has vital information for the maintenance of life functions and 

biological processes [4]. It has a symbolic structure. This complicates the analysis of DNA structure. 

Digitizing the sequences is a necessary step to provide successful inference. In this study, the integer 

mapping technique, which is one of the fixed mapping techniques, was chosen [6]. 

 

The integer mapping technique is a 1-dimensional mapping technique [28]. In order to digitize the 

DNA structure with this technique, firstly, the number of organic bases in the sequences is examined 

and then the assignment is done. The first rule for this mapping technique is that the total number of 

purine bases (A and G) is greater than the total number of pyrimidine bases (C and T). According to 

this rule, the 4 bases are assigned as T=0, C=1, A=2, and G=3 respectively. Another rule is that the 

total number of T organic base is greater than the total number of A organic base and the total number 

of G organic base is greater than the total number of C organic base. According to this rule, the 4 

bases are assigned as A=0, C=1, T=2 and G=3 respectively [6]. In this study, it was also encountered 
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that the total number of T organic bases is larger than the total number of A organic bases and the total 

number of G organic bases is smaller than the total number of C organic bases. In such a case, A=0, 

T=2, C=3 and G=1 assignments were made for 4 bases, respectively. Thus, BCR-ABL genes and 

BRCA1 genes were digitized by integer mapping technique. 

 

2.3. Hashing Technique 

The process of creating a fixed-size output from inputs of different lengths with the help of the 

address function is called hashing. The outputs produced as a result of the hashing process are placed 

into a hash table. The data in the hash table, which consists of fixed-size outputs, is accessed with the 

key. Keys that produce an index are always unique and represent only one value. Each index defined 

with a key in the hash table is determined by the hash function. The hash function takes the data and 

places it in memory with the output it produces. This function should be simple to calculate, and 

produce results without any collision [30]. 

 

In this study, a hash function suitable for the structure of the DNA sequence was created. The pseudo 

code of this function is given below. 

 

Code 1. The pseudo code of the proposed hash function 

1-Start 

2-Find the total number of organic bases A, T, G, and C for each digitized DNA sequence. 

3-Find the logarithmic equivalents of the total number of each organic base in the sequences 

digitized. 

4-Add these 4 separate logarithmic equivalents and round to the nearest integer. 

5-Express in the binary system these values obtained in the fourth step. 

6-Finish 

 

After the key of each DNA sequence was calculated with the help of the hash function described in 

Code 1, it was placed in the hash table. By this hash function created suitable to DNA structure, 

values expressed in the binary system specific to exon and intron regions are obtained. Then the 

values reached for the exon and intron regions were shown in two separate clusters. The main purpose 

here is that succeed to avoid a collision situation. In this study, open hashing was preferred within the 

framework of hashing approach. 

 

Open hashing is a method that provides a list structure solution for the case of hashing the elements 

calculated with the hash function to the same value. With this method, in the case being of different 

data corresponding to the same index, elements with the same properties are added to a list [30]. The 

hash tables of BCR-ABL genes expressed with 4 bits and BRCA-1 genes expressed with 5 bits are 

given in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Hash table created fort he BCR-ABL gene. 
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Figure 3. Hash table created for the BRCA-1 gene. 

 

When the hash tables in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are examined, it is seen that there is only one collision 

for two different gene structures. In this direction, 14 correct detections were made for BCR-ABL 

genes containing 15 distinct gene regions. At the same time, 24 correct detections were made for 

BRCA1 genes containing 25 distinct gene regions. As a result of these detections, 93.33% and 96% 

success rates were produced, respectively. The clusters of numerical values in the binary system that 

define the exon and intron regions are given in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Clusters  of numerical representations in the binary system that define exon and intron 

regions for BCR-ABL and BRCA-1 genes. 

 

In this study, a successful result was produced at the end of the proposed region recognition process 

for the BCR-ABL gene. In order to examine the stability of this success in a different disease context, 

the BRCA-1 gene, which consists of an unbalanced number of exons and intron regions with more 

gene regions, was used and the success of the applied method was tested. At the end of the test 

process, 1 collision occurred. The proposed hierarchy for the BCR-ABL method was also successful 

on the dataset with different parameters. This shows the stability and generalizability of the proposed 

method. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, a hierarchy was proposed for the detection of exon and intron gene regions with different 

nucleotide lengths on the BCR-ABL gene that is an indicator in the detection of ALL and KML 

malignancies. Thus, the molecular diagnosis was provided on the BCR-ABL gene, which contains 9 

exon regions and 6 intron regions. In this diagnostic process, firstly, DNA sequences with a symbolic 

structure were digitized by integer mapping technique. Then the digitized DNA sequences were given 

to the hash function. The outputs produced by the Hash function, which consists of 4 basic steps, are 

the values that define the exon and intron regions. It is expected that there will be any collisions in 

these values placed in the hash table. 

 

In this study, the open hashing approach was used in the scope of hashing. By this approach, 

numerical representations defining the same region were placed in a list structure. In the hash table 

kept as a list structure, there was only 1 collision for the BCR-ABL gene and a success rate of 93.3% 

was achieved. Then, it was planned to test the performance stability so that the proposed hierarchy can 

be generalized. Therefore, an analysis was performed on the BRCA-1 mutation carrier gene seen in 
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high-risk breast cancer patients. In order to clarify the success and stability of the method, the number 

of selected gene regions was increased and an unbalanced dataset was created. However, the proposed 

hierarchy produced only 1 collision on a different gene and achieved a success rate of 96%. A 

successful detection process has been achieved with the stable outputs of this structure, which 

produces only one wrong prediction for both gene molecules with different parameters. 

 

In addition, this work has two originalities. Its first originality is the generation of a hash function 

suitable for the structure of DNA. For example, the number of times a paper must be folded to create 4 

separate squares is solved by log2(4). Therefore, the organic base density in DNA sequences 

containing 4 different organic bases should be expressed in logarithm base 4. Thus, a mathematical 

basis suitable for the structure of DNA was created. 

 

The second feature is to perform a study independent of nucleotide length. In this direction, it has 

been stated that inferences based on nucleotide length are produced in the [27] study, which uses the 

signal processing approach that has been prominent, especially since the 2000s. On the other hand, a 

study independent of nucleotide length was done in the [28] study, in which classification was 

provided with the structural and statistical features extracted from the sequences. The obtained results 

were more successful than the outputs produced using the signal-processing approach. On the other 

hand, a new mapping technique was proposed for digitizing DNA sequences in the [31] study. In this 

mapping technique, an independent study of nucleotide length was performed depending on the codon 

distributions. At the same time, it has been stated that more successful results were produced 

compared to other mapping techniques. 

 

There are studies [3,5,11,13,22,23,32-34] in which statistical analyzes are made, inferences are 

produced within the scope of signal processing approach or artificial intelligence-based detections are 

performed. However, in this study, a new perspective was created using the field of data structures in 

the analysis of DNA molecules. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

Cancer is a malignancy that occurs with the uncontrolled proliferation and spread of cells in a certain 

tissue or organ. The methods applied to the patient during the diagnosis of this malignancy produce 

unclear outcomes in some cases. At the same time, some important indicators used in the diagnosis of 

the disease form a similar curve of change within the scope of different diseases. For this reason, it is 

advantageous to diagnose the disease with inferences made on genetically based cases. 

 

In this study, ALL and CML malignancies, which are the main types of leukemia, were analyzed with 

genetically based cases. In this direction, the BCR-ABL gene, which is an important indicator in the 

diagnosis of ALL and CML malignancies, was analyzed. In this analysis process, firstly, the BCR-

ABL gene with symbolic structure was digitized by integer mapping technique. Then the digitized 

DNA sequences are given as input to the hash function. The proposed hash function is based on a 

mathematical basis created in suitable for the DNA structure. The outputs for this function are values 

that define the exon and intron regions. These values can be expressed with clusters in order to easily 

find the region of the new input. In this study, in which open hashing was used, 1 collision occurred 
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for the BCR-ABL gene. In addition, the current performance of the proposed hierarchy for the BCR-

ABL gene for the gene structure affecting a different disease was also tested. For this, the BRCA-1 

gene, which contains more gene regions and is created in an unbalanced way, was used. The proposed 

hierarchy created 1 collision in the BRCA-1 gene structure. This shows the stability of the proposed 

hierarchy. 

 

In this study, a structure depended on a mathematical basis and independent of nucleotide length was 

created. In future studies, different bases, different mathematical calculations or different bit numbers 

can be used within the preferred data structure hierarchy for the detection of exon and intron regions. 

Thus, it is planned to reduce the possibility of a collision. 
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